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VOX cuts through size and complexity to deliver world class
converged communications
SA-based ICT and infrastructure provider and telecommunications company,
Vox, turns network management into competitive advantage keeping its
customers king – and connected

About Vox Telecom

Challenge

Vox is a market leading end-to-end integrated ICT and
infrastructure provider and telecommunications company.
Since its inception in 1998, Vox has established itself as
one of the major players in the telecoms market.

Customer service remains one
of the most important drivers
in the delivery of telecommunications in South Africa. For
Vox, the value of this cannot
be quantified. It’s business
hinges as much on its ability
to deliver exceptional service
(in the form of fast, uninterrupted connectivity) as it does
on the technical expertise and
innovation it’s become known
for.

The Group competes in both the business and consumer
sectors and has primary offices in Johannesburg, Pretoria,
Durban, Cape Town, Port Elizabeth and Bloemfontein.
From data to voice, cloud, business collaboration and
conferencing tools, Vox offers intelligent solutions
that connect South Africans to the world, supporting
entrepreneurs, customers and commerce, while practicing
values of integrity, choice and service excellence in all of
its dealings.

The central hub of Vox’s
customer support operation
is the Vox Service Centre.
Based in Centurion, the
facility operates 24/7/365 and supports the entire Vox Group. It continuously monitors networks and infrastructure to ensure consistent quality of service and offers immediate support
for its customers.
“Vox ultimately enables our customers to be able to make money,” elaborates Vox’s Technical Head of Cloud Services, Hendrik Meyburgh. “Without their connectivity and without their
physical or virtual servers, they cannot deliver on their value proposition. Ensuring the uptime
of all their individual pieces of equipment is very important to our customers; it’s even more
important to us.”
Customers expect immediate feedback and rapid resolution of any issues on their businesscritical links. This urgency drives a need within Vox to acquire an almost preternatural understanding of its networks’ activity and performance.
As part of its strategic growth strategy to fast track fibre plans and offer a fully converged
communications service, Vox made multiple strategic acquisitions over a relatively short space
of time. Assimilating all these infrastructures into the business proved challenging. “We were
using a variety of different open source tools for various components such as network monitoring, server monitoring and SGB monitoring,” explains Meyburgh. “Our environment was
growing in size and complexity faster than these tools could evolve.
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These disparate management systems became an operational nightmare to maintain. “We
needed to consolidate these into a single platform - one that could handle not just the size, but
the diversity of service,” says Meyburgh. “We also needed tools to extract intelligence quickly
and accurately as it was happening. And - if possible - we wanted to be able to monitor our
environment closely and intuitively enough that we could pre-empt any disruptive outages.”

Solution
Vox explored several options. While it wanted to continue with open source technology for
agility purposes, the solution had to be powerful, robust, and easy to scale. When Iris Network
Systems proposed their centralised network management software, its technology and functionality came out on top. Iris Core was designed and developed with an acute understanding
of what it takes to monitor, manage and optimise complex enterprise network environments.
This made it an ideal fit for Vox ‘s carrier-grade network. Plus, development schedules and a
clear roadmap of features meant the solution was clearly geared for growth.
Vox utilises Iris Core for the SNMP and ICMP monitoring, event management, thresholding and
alerting, reporting and dashboards needed to ensure optimal functioning of its networks.
The solution is deployed on-premise, with dedicated servers in Johannesburg, Pretoria, Cape
Town, Durban, Bloemfontein, Port Elizabeth and London to ensure rapid scalability of the solution. vPollers at these sites ensure Vox is able to monitor inside each custom VRF for detailed
net flow analysis and MAPS.
Comprehensive yet lightweight, IRIS Core collects metrics from the four thousand devices
across Vox network, and presents data in an easy-to-understand graphical format. “Iris NS delivers more than 140 000 metrics on our network and generates close on 1.5 million graphs
based on those metrics,” explains Meyburgh. “This includes standard metrics such as availability, packet capacity, QoS and throughput of devices. It also includes health-related metrics
that enable more proactive approach to network management.”

Value Derived
Benefits
• Ensures stability inside of the network
• Quick responses
inside of the network
• Quick responses on
SLA definitions and
metrics
• End-to-end to monitoring the solution

Quality Delivery of Go To Market Services
“A critical part of the value Iris Networking Systems offers is
the ability to ensure uptime on the service we go to market
with,” says Meyburgh.
Vox’s technical teams use IRIS tools to monitor uptime and
ensure consistent quality of service. “We have a dedicated
team based at the Vox Service Centre in Centurion that works
around the clock just monitoring IRIS metrics and reporting
back to vendors and internal engineers,” explains Meyburgh.
“Real time notifications ensure we respond rapidly to system
outages, keeping downtime to a minimum.”
Vox’s response times have improved not only from a customer perspective, but also on infrastructure issues. “The intelli-
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gence we extract ensures optimised functioning of network assets. We can identify where usage might be approaching capacity limits and take proactive measures. Because we can assess
when to upgrade infrastructure (ours and our customers) we can manage the associated risks
and ensure minimal impact on service. We also have more accurate reporting on our SLAs. By
attending to critical areas quickly, we ensure we limit potential penalties payable.”

A critical part of the value Iris Networking Systems offers is the ability
to ensure uptime on the service we go to market with.

Positive Engagement with Customers
Most call centre engagements involve service delivery. Iris ensures these engagements are as
positive as possible and build brand equity with its customers. “If we’re on a call with a customer who says, ‘My link is slow,’ we have the visibility and insight needed to provide immediate
answers.” says Meyburgh. “We can also communicate pro-actively with customers who service
is affected – often before they know it themselves. There is value in receiving an SMS that your
service provider is already looking into a problem before you know you have one.”
Vox also leverages Iris-generated insights in its customer zone, where customers can access
certain reports directly via a self-service portal. “This is a great value-add for our customers,
who are empowered by the ability to generate their own reporting and insights, such as how
much traffic has been running over their links, for example. They can self-regulate their use,
or decide if they need to upgrade or downgrade their lines.”
“Our sales teams also find these customer metrics useful for identifying potential opportunities for upselling and cross selling. These insights are invaluable for sales enablement when
calling on customers.”

Powering through Complexity
Vox’s environment is complex. It is vast, spanning not only its own internal networks, but
those of its customers. Yet Iris is able to deliver the monitoring and metrics required - customised and multi-tenanted, with user-defined dashboards and visual maps based on this data. It’s
powerful, fast, and accurate. And perfect for decision-making.
“We now have the ability to autogenerate multi-tenanted customer views by means of integration with VOX’s own CRM system. We can use the same line descriptions we use on our own
devices – there’s no need for us to manually create this,” says Meyburgh. “This Inter-operability
saves us a great deal of time and ensures the accuracy our business needs. Iris NS is also the
only solutions provider we found capable of monitoring non-unique IP space in MPLS based
systems - and scale.”
“It’s easy to sell something,” concludes Meyburgh “It’s the after sales service that really makes
a partnership. We enjoy the convenience and affordability of working with a local company.
We have a great relationship with the people we work with and a direct line of contact when
we need it. Iris has been engaging and responsive from the start, fieldling our support queries
and working with us on developing new functions and capabilities going forward - it’s become
a valuable and long-term partnership.”
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